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MESSAGE
21st Century has brought Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to the door steps
of the common people world over.  Every aspect of human life and development has been touched
by this revolution.  ICT is also playing a huge role in redefining the paradigms of governance within
our country.   Our Government has laid the foundation for re-engineering of various Government
processes coupled with aggressive implementation and penetration of ICT through a program called  
“Digital India”.
I have advocated measures to make use of ICT in the Ministry of Road Transport, Highways and
Shipping.  I have a conviction that ICT can play a role not just in improving the pace of construction of
National Highways but can also play a huge role in improving passenger convenience and advancing
the safety of the citizens using such Highways.  In this connection, I had constituted a Task Force which
included experienced and reputed professionals from the industry and officials from my Ministries.  
I am very happy that the Task Force through various rounds of meetings, brain storming and
field visits has completed its report and given the recommendations.  
I am sure the recommendations of the Task Force would pave the way for successful
introduction and implementation of ICT measures in my Ministries.  I acknowledge the efforts of the
Members of the Task Force who took time out of their busy schedules to complete this report.  
I am sure successive generations would benefit from the findings of this report.

Nitin Gadkari
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Executive Summary

Applications of ITS (Intelligent Transportation System) technologies to solve transportation problems for the benefit
of citizens are at a fairly advanced state in many developed countries. India, though, is at a fairly nascent stage in
developing and implementing such ITS solutions
Our study and recommendations are structured as follows:
(1) Section 2 provides information on the road network in India and highlights major issues in road transportation.
(2) Section 3 focuses on ITS technologies developed and implemented in U.S. and Japan. Our main focus has
been to provide the governing structure for developing and implementing ITS technologies in both the
countries; the system and process are put in place to follow a uniform approach towards implementation
of solutions and the definition of standards for efficient communication and exchange of data.
(3) Section 4 focuses on the as-is situation of implementation of ITS technologies in India. We have also
developed a strategic framework to analyze the development and implementation of ITS technologies. This
strategic framework has been used to classify the implementation of ITS technologies.
(4) In section 5, we have provided our recommendations; a brief synopsis of the recommendations is given
below
(5) In section 6, a road-map for implementation of the initiatives has been provided.
Our main focus has been to provide a structure for developing and implementing ITS technologies in India. At the
moment, the implementation is happening in an ad-hoc manner resulting in different standards and stages, ensuing
that we have not been able to see productive outcomes out of such implementation. Moreover, one of the biggest
problems we face from the Indian context is that we have not been able to get correct data in a reasonable time
which could help us make correct decisions at the right time.
A brief synopsis of key recommended measures is as follows:
1) Creation of ITS department, development of ITS architecture, standards and protocols - this will help
in channelizing investments in ITS technologies in a productive manner to deliver safe and effective
transportation.
2)

A framework for capturing freight data to understand
•

infrastructure over which the freight moves

•

economic conditions that generate freight movement

•

the Industry that carries freight

•

safety, energy and environment implications of the movement
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Freight data will help decision makers, planners and business men to efficiently plan new infrastructure and
derive maximum benefit out of existing infrastructure. It will help in the efficient movement of goods from
one place to another.
3) Creation of the Transport Innovation Fund will develop an eco-system for transportation.
4) Creating Indian Transport University and Centre of Excellence for different forms of transportation will
generate necessary talent pool to address skill and manpower shortage. It will also provide necessary R&D
wherewithal for technology-based solutions for issues in transportation.
5) Creation of Road register and safety database will help in designing and developing better road infrastructure
to address traffic bottlenecks and reduce fatalities as well as injuries in road transportation.
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Road network in India

Road network
Roads are the life-line of a country’s economy. As specified in the India Transport Report – Moving India to 2032,
“Proximity to a highway and its upgrading has significant beneficial influence on major aspects of socio-economic
well-being of the rural population. Greater opportunities of employment and earnings in non-farm activities are
generated. Access to education and health facilities improves. Household incomes rise and so do asset holdings.”
Some statistics provided by the report illustrate the importance of an upgraded highway to our economy
(I)

A 3-fold increase in the share of income from non-agricultural activities

(II)

85% increase in female labor participation

(III)

50% increase in school enrolment

(IV)

2-fold increase in per-capita trip rate for education

India has a total road length of 4.87 million km (as on July 2015). India’s road network is the 2nd largest in the world
after United States. Most of India’s passenger and freight transportation is handled by road (around 60% freight
and 80% passenger traffic) (source: http://www.makeinindia.com/sector/roads-and-highways). Although National
Highways constitute around 2% of road network, they carry 40% of the transportation.
Figure 1: Road Network - India

Roads
National highways
State highways
District roads and rural roads
Source: India Brand Equity Foundation

Length
97,135 km
1,46,100 km
46,26,500 km

Responsible authority
Central Government
State Government
State and local governments

As stated in the India Transport Report – Moving India to 2032, Ministry of Road Transport and Highways (MORTH)
is responsible for development and maintenance of National Highways. It uses National Highway Authority of
India (NHAI), State Public Works Departments (PWDs) and Border Roads Organization for the development and
maintenance of National Highways. National Highway Development Project (NHDP) was created to develop
international standard roads with enhanced safety features, better road design and wayside amenities. NHAI
executes the NHDP program and it uses the state PWDs for execution of stretches which fall under the respective
states jurisdiction. The state PWDs are responsible for the design and preparation of the projects, while the technical
and financial parts of the projects are handled by MORTH. The state PWDs are responsible for the awarding of the
contracts and implementation of the project.
The State Highways constitute around 3% of the total road network and they carry 25% of the traffic. The state
governments do not have enough finances to maintain roads and hence these roads usually deteriorate over time.
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The Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) was formed in 2000 to build roads in rural areas in order to enable
rural connectivity. The Ministry of Rural Road Development has embarked on a Plan: Vision 2025 to achieve universal
connectivity (provision of all-weather roads) to all villages which have a population of more than 100 people.
Several studies (International Food Policy Research Institute, Asian Institute of Transport Development and UNESCAP)
have confirmed a direct correlation between reduction in poverty and provision of roads for transportation.
Figure 2: Road Network – India Since 1951

Road Network
1951
1961
1971
1981
1991
2001
2011
(‘000 Km)
Total Length
400
524
915
1485
2327
3374
4690
National high22
24
24
32
34
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71
ways
State highways
57
94
127
132
164
Surfaced Roads
157
263
398
684
1113
1602
2525
Source: India Transport Report – Moving India to 2032
There has been a significant increase in investments for building roads over the last few five-year plans. At the same
time there has been a disproportionate increase in the number of vehicles per 1000 people (increase from 53 to
117 between 2001 and 2011). Although India has the 2nd largest road network after U.S., our roads don’t compare
favorably with roads in the developed countries in design standards, quality considerations and safety aspects etc.
Moreover, India has a huge data capture problem and this has impacted our decision making. For instance, for better
management of transportation in a city we do not take into account if road or any other forms of transportation (rail)
is the best mode of transportation, how the road should be designed, what will be the impact of traffic if a new
road were to be constructed or can we widen the existing lanes, what is the cost-effective and productive method
of transportation and so on . Such planning needs inputs from different streams. Some data that has been captured
by local and state agencies is not digitized resulting in ad-hoc and ineffective decision making. As specified in the
report “Database in the Roads and Road Transport Sector” by Mr. D.P. Gupta, Member NTDPC “Any development
program requires the assessment of its success through measurements in terms of objective indicators on physical
achievements, performance levels and the impact of the program on quality of life of the people. There is a need to
identify the transport indicators for the road transport sector so that data on them is compiled and analyzed to serve
for bench marking, performance within the sector and intermodal comparison.” “In respect to freight movement,
except for specific studies as undertaken by RITES, there is hardly any mechanism in place for undertaking systematic
O-D studies for freight movement by road. How much time is lost by commercial vehicles at check posts or at intermodal faces, i.e. terminals are available more as an estimate than as a properly sampled survey.” Given the necessity
for data collection and its impact on devising and implementing plans for road transportation, we have proposed
several ICT initiatives to help gather data.
Safety
The safety numbers of India’s road traffic are pretty appalling as in 2014, there were around 4.9 lakh accidents
resulting in 1.4 lakh fatalities and 4.93 lakh people being injured. Figure 2 provides information on the total number
of people injured and fatalities in India over the last 10 years (from 2004 to 2013)
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Figure 3: Data on Accidents – Number of Injured and Fatalities

Source: Save Life Foundation (http://savelifefoundation.org/wp-content/themes/savelife/images/SLF-STATS-2-L.
jpg)
As stated in the TRW, “the fatality rate has increased from 36 fatalities per million persons in 1980 to 115 fatalities
per million persons in 2012. There is vast under-reporting of road-accidents and resultant minor injuries… Despite
the flaws in the data, there is no denying that road traffic injuries are one of the leading causes of deaths, disabilities,
and hospitalizations with severe socio-economic consequences…It is possible that about three times that number
(~400,000) were permanently disabled and 20 times that number (~2.5 million) hospitalized Roads in India are
being designed primarily for motor vehicles exposing vulnerable road users to greater accident risks. The absence
or paucity of foot-paths, cycle tracks, and traffic calming measures to reduce speed where non-motorized modes of
transport blend with motorized traffic, increases the risk of accidents and their severity.”
According to some estimation, road crashes lead to 3% loss in India’s GDP. India has about 1% of world’s vehicles but
account for 10% of world’s total number of fatalities due to accidents. Around 50% of accident victims can be saved
if timely emergency care is provided. These are problems that technology can hardly solve. It requires action from
the government and the enforcement agencies.
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Intelligent Transport Systems – International Scenario
Development and Application of ITS technologies in United States
The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology (OST-R), responsible for ITS technologies in
United States is part of the Office of the Secretary of Transportation (OST). All the programs previously administered
under Research and Innovative Technology Administration (RITA) come under OST-R today. OST-R is responsible for
advancing research and innovation in transportation (multi-modal), providing statistics and analytics for efficient
decision-making and developing a high-skilled workforce for deploying technologies.
The ITS programs are multi-modal in nature. Hence, the ITS JPO works with all the other ITS programs coming under
Rail, Maritime etc. Those ITS programs operate under the following departments
1) Federal Highway Administration,
2) Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration,
3) Federal Railroad Administration,
4) Federal Transit Administration,
5) Maritime Administration, and
6) National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
ITS Management Council works with the ITS program of all the modal administrations. The ITS management
council includes:
•

U.S. Department of Transportation Deputy Secretary

•

Under Secretary for Policy

•

Assistant Secretary for Transportation Policy

•

Modal Administrators from the operating administrations:

•

Federal Highway Administration

•

Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration

•

Federal Transit Administration

•

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

•

Federal Railroad Administration

•

Maritime Administration

•

U.S. Department of Transportation Chief Information Officer (reference: US DOT ITS Program Plan)

The functional elements are taken care of by the ITS Strategic Planning Group (ITS SPG). According to Section
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5301 of Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU), the
secretary of the U.S. Department of Transportation has to develop a five-year National ITS program Plan. The
plan helps the U.S. Congress understand the program objectives and the required ITS investments over the next
5 years.
The ITS strategic plan for 2015-2019 was prepared with consultations from all the stakeholders which included
representatives from state and local transportation organizations, academia, industry, trade groups and other
institutions. The ITS priorities for the period 2015 through 2019 are
i.

CVs,

ii.

Automation,

iii.

Enterprise data,

iv.

Interoperability,

v.

Emerging capabilities, and

vi.

Deployment support

ITS architecture
The Department of Transportation developed the U.S. ITS architecture in 1994. According to the U.S. DOT “the
National ITS Architecture provides a common framework for planning, defining, and integrating ITS. It defines the
functions that must be performed by subsystems, where these functions reside (e.g., field, traffic management center,
in vehicle), the interfaces and architecture flows to/from the subsystems, and the communication requirements for
the architecture flows.” It consists of 3 layers which are as follows:
Institutional Layer: The architecture defines the protocols, processes and standards for implementing the user
services by the different institutions (Public, Private and other institutions)
Transportation Layer: According to the National ITS architecture “The Transportation Layer defines the functions
that are performed, the subsystems that provide these functions, and the interfaces that are required to support the
ITS User Services. The Physical Architecture defines the subsystems and interfaces, the Logical Architecture defines
the functions that are performed and the data that is exchanged between functions, whereas the Service
Packages provides a menu of the transportation services that are provided.”
Communications Layer: The Communications layer uses the latest generation of technologies to enable
communication between the subsystems and other entities
Figure 4: National ITS architecture – United States of America

Source: ITS Standards Program (https://www.standards.its.dot.gov/LearnAboutStandards/NationalITSArchitecture)
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The national ITS architecture defines the standards, functions, generic ITS services and the interface requirements.
Physical Architecture:
The physical architecture comprises of 4 sub-systems: Travelers (interface to travelers), Centers (functions associated
with the public or private entity), Vehicles (systems installed in a vehicle), and Field (functions associated with the
hardware installation at the field-level).
Figure 5: Physical architecture of the U.S. National ITS architecture

Source: Technical Note 5 - ITS System Architectures For Developing Countries
Some of the ITS technologies/programs deployed under different categories by the US DOT and state
transportation agencies have the resultant benefits:
1) Traffic signal optimization/retiming: The traffic light synchronization program in Texas reduced delay by
24.6% and lowered travel time by 14%. When implemented in many U.S and Canadian cities, the projects
have shown a reduction in fuel consumption by 2% to 9% and emissions by 1% to 6%
2) Traffic incident management: Traffic incident management uses ITS to detect, manage and clear traffic
incidents. The incident management has shown a reduction in the duration of traffic incidents from 15% to
65%, with most studies finding savings of 30% to 40%
3) Safety service patrols: ITS technologies are implemented to achieve reduction in time to respond to and
clear incidents. The Road Ranger Service Patrol Program saved over 1.7 million gallons of fuel by eliminating
over one-million vehicle hours of delay in 2004
4) Electronic Toll Collection / Open road tolling: ETC systems used in New Jersey Turnpike (EZ-Pass system)
provided annual fuel savings of 1.2 million gallon across 27 locations. Baltimore cut harmful emissions by
16% to 63% by upgrading to ETC system
5) Transit Signal Priority (TSP): Transit signal priority makes use of sensors to alter signals and provide priority
to mass transit systems like buses to improve transportation. It can reduce fuel consumption up to 19% and
emissions up to 30%
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6) Traffic Adaptive Signal Control: Coordination of signals along arterial roads using algorithms to perform
real-time optimization can help reduce congestion and travel time. Some of the systems used are SCATS,
Rhodes etc. Statistics from 11 cities where such implementations have been done indicate a decrease in
delay ranging from 5% to 42%
7) Clarus: Because of adverse weather, around 1.5 million crashes occur every year resulting in 7,400 fatalities,
over 8,00,000 injuries and $42 billion damages. The Clarus initiative was established in 2004 to reduce the
impact of adverse weather. Clarus initiative worked with several agencies to connect sensors in an attempt
to get weather-related information and create a platform for assimilating data and providing a near-real
time atmospheric and pavement related experience. Various state and local agencies have connected to
Clarus to reap the benefits of the research.

Figure 6: Vision for Clarus

Source: Clarus Research Overview (http://www.its.dot.gov/clarus/index.htm)
Development and Application of ITS technologies in Japan
The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, National Police Agency, Ministry of Internal Affairs
and Communications and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry work with the cabinet and the ITS
standardization committee and ITS Japan ( composed of representatives from Industry, academia and other
institutions) to promote ITS technologies in Japan.
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Figure 7: Organizational Structure to promote ITS in Japan

Source: ITS initiatives in Japan, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
The following are the areas that the ITS department is involved in:
Figure 8: Areas of ITS development

Source: ITS guideline for Sustainable Transport in the Asia-Pacific Region
Japan had a very high number of accidents in early 70s. Because of strong enforcement, education of drivers,
provision of infrastructure and deployment of ITS technologies, the number of injuries and fatalities has decreased
dramatically over the last 50 years.
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Figure 9: Data on Traffic accidents - Japan

Source: Characteristics of Fatal Traffic Accidents and Status of Crackdown on Violations of the Road Traffic Act in
2013
Strategic Goals for ITS
Figure 10: Strategic Goals for ITS - Japan

Source: Public-Private ITS initiative/Roadmaps
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ITS architecture:
The ITS architecture was completed in 1999 and resembles the U.S. architecture in its construct and is provided as
part of the appendix.
ITS applications in some countries
Figure 11: ITS applications in some countries

Application areas of
focus

Sub-areas I

Sub-areas II
Service Patrols and Call
Centers

Incident Management
Automated Systems

Advance Traffic Management Systems

Electronic Toll Collection
ETC Systems
(ETC)

Arterial Management

Adaptive Traffic Control
Systems
Automated Enforcement
(red light, speed limit)

Demand Management

Ramp Metering
Managed Lanes
Variable Message Signs

Advanced Traveler Information Systems

Internet/Mobile Applications
Call Centers

Commercial Vehicle Operations

US, Europe, China,
Malaysia, South Korea, South Africa
US, Europe, China,
Malaysia, South
Korea, South Africa,
India, Singapore
US, Europe, China,
India, Thailand,
South Korea, Brazil
US, Europe, South
Africa
US, Europe, South
Africa
US, Europe
US, Europe, China,
Malaysia, Thailand,
South Korea
US, Europe, Malaysia, Thailand, South
Korea
US, Europe

Credentials Administration

US, Europe

Safety Assurance

US, Europe

Electronic Screening

US, Europe

Carrier Operations and
Fleet Management

US, Europe, Brazil

Security Operations

US, Europe

Source: India Transport Report, Moving India to 2032
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Selected countries
with experience
US, Europe
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As-Is status of implementation of ITS technologies for the Road
sector in India
MORTH is responsible for developing road transportation related policies in India. MORTH works with NHAI, SHAI,
NRRDA to implement and oversee the policies with respect to the development and implementation of road related
assets. For effective decision making and productive use of investments MORTH needs timely data to understand
the efficacy of its operations. For oversight and data-related issues, MORTH can make use of the latest in ITS
technologies to run its own organization, NHAI, NRRDA etc. and also develop technologies to interface with other
government entities such as the police department, telecom department and other institutions. ITS technologies
can be used to collate data in exercising oversight with respect to implementation of MORTH’s policies. We have
segmented technologies according to the need of MORTH and NHAI. Certain technologies are important for effective
functioning of MORTH, NHAI per se and certain technologies are needed to interface with other institutions and
citizens. Our framework of analysis is to segment the ITS technologies with respect to MORTH, NHAI and its interface
with other institutions.
The framework is provided in Figure 11. Our division of applications for MORTH and NHAI are as follows:
(1) Technologies needed for NHAI, State highway authorities and MORTH
(2) Technologies and applications developed for the interface between MORTH, NHAI and road development/
maintenance organizations
(3) Technologies and applications developed for the interface between MORTH, NHAI and Security agencies
like Police, intelligence agencies, Way-side amenities entities, other government departments
(4) ITS technologies deployed between NHAI, MORTH and citizens.
Figure 11 provides various ITS technologies and applications which have been segmented into 4 different
buckets as listed above.
(1) For MORTH and NHAI: Technologies necessary for running an organization efficiently are ERP System,
Document Management System, Knowledge Management System etc.
(2) Technologies needed for the interface between MORTH, NHAI and road development and maintenance
companies: for efficient usage of funds, construction and maintenance of roads and to get near realtime information on project status etc., ITS technologies need to be implemented to provide an interface
between the organization (NHAI, MORTH etc.) and the firms that construct and maintain roads, tolls etc.
Some of the softwares needed are: 1) Project Management System, 2) Tolling Management System, Billing
Management System, Road Development Management System, Road Maintenance Management System
etc.
(3) Technologies needed for the interface between MoRTH, NHAI and other government institutions
(security, way-side amenities etc.): To enable Government to make policies that deliver growth to
people, governments need to have transparent, timely and in-depth information on the projects, funds
utilized, benefits delivered to citizens etc. Moreover, to augment safety on our roads, various government
departments need to interface with one another for reducing fatalities and injuries during accidents and
to improve development and maintenance of roads. For instance, the police departments, hospitals need
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to interface with the highway authorities during an accident. Some of the software’s that are necessary to
enable such interface are 1) Road Safety Management System, 2) Way-side amenities management system.
(4) Between MORTH, NHAI and Citizens: To enable safe, secure, timely, hassle-free transportation for
citizens, ITS technologies such as Traffic Management System, Multi-modal traffic information system,
Complaints/Grievances Management System etc. can be used
Figure 12: Application classification according to Analysis framework for ITS technologies

The following global examples provide such interfaces, defined above, which can be modified and deployed to suit
Indian conditions.
The As-Is status of the implementation of ITS technologies in India has been analyzed using the framework provided
on Page 8. We have segmented ITS technologies with respect to the end-user(s) application.
1) Applications used by the MORTH and NHAI
2) Applications used by MORTH and NHAI to interface with Road builders, tolling agencies etc.
3) Applications used by the organization to interface with other departments of the government and other
institutions
4) Applications used by MORTH and NHAI to interface with Citizens
Some of the applications designed for the organization are meant to enable interface with other departments of
the government (e.g. e-Samiksha, E-Office).An exhaustive list of applications implemented at MORTH has not been
provided as that could be a report in itself. An illustrative list of important applications (classified according to the
framework defined in section 2) is provided below.
1) Applications used by the MORTH and NHAI
(i) E-Office
E-Office is a Mission Mode project of the Indian government. It is designed to enable a paperless office. The
following are the features available as E-Office today at MORTH:
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1) File Management Systems
2) Knowledge Management Systems
3) File (including Receipts) Tracking Systems
4) Leave Management Systems
5) Personal Profile, Income Tax, Pay slips etc.
(ii) ERP Solution
MORTH together with NHAI is planning to float an RFP for the implementation of ERP. ERP systems are designed to
enable the following set of features at an organization:
1) Financial management and payroll
2) Asset management
3) Human resources management
4) Administration functions
5)

Project and contract management

6) Procurement planning and management
7) Legal management
8) Document management system
9) Customized dashboard
10) Enterprise/Business intelligence
11) Complaint Management
(iii) e-Samiksha – (http://esamiksha.gov.in/rth/)
RT&H-eSamikSha is a real-time system for monitoring of follow-up action on the decisions taken during the meetings
chaired by Ministers/Secretary/SS&FA/Joint Secretary/Advisor of MORTH. The follow-up action in respect of each
decision is to be updated by the concerned organization/wings as and when the status changes or at least every
month. Different users of MORTH, PSUs, and attached offices can securely access the system through a log-in/
password. ( Source: http://esamiksha.gov.in/rth/)
2) Technologies needed for the interface between MORTH, NHAI and road development and maintenance
companies
(i) ePACE (Projects Appraisal & Continuing Enhancements)
An on-line application (http://epace.nic.in) to monitor a project throughout its lifecycle. It is integrated information
that enables real-time tracking of all projects. It captures information for all the projects executed by MORTH
(Ministry of Road Transport and Highways), NHAI (National Highway Authority of India) and NHIDCL (National
Highways Infrastructure and Development Corporation Limited).
The portal envisages data entry at the top level for the Project Basic Data and Target Setting covering the entire
life cycle right from the project identification, pre-project activities and construction period. ePACE has provision
to obtain reports in multiple formats with graphical interface. It has also integrated with GIS interface to enable
easy geo-tracking of the projects. The application has a data export engine for feeding into other applications.
The architecture of the application is scalable and customizable. ePACE as a platform is amenable to be used for
monitoring projects pertaining to any ministry in the country and can help improve governance of such projects.
The details provided by ePACE are shown in appendix.
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(ii)INFRACON
For development and maintenance of highways and other infrastructure projects, MORTH uses consultancy firms
and other key personnel for project preparation and supervision. In order to make the evaluation process during
procurement more objective, user friendly and transparent, NHIDC developed INFRACON. The portal has a facility
to host firms and personnel CVs and credentials online and is linked to Aadhaar and Digi-locker for data validation
and security. It also enables MORTH to receive technical proposals. The input forms are designed to aid automatic
evaluation of proposals so as to enable faster decision-making.
(iii) INAMPRO
INAMPRO is a web-based application for Infrastructure and Material Providers. It facilitates contractors (cement
buyers) engaged in executing central/state funded roads and highways/bridge construction projects to place cement
orders online with registered cement companies offering cement at competitive rates in the vicinity of project
execution locations.
With INAMPRO, companies are able to track orders, add products, view listed buyers and submit complaints to the
Ministry. Buyers are able to view and track their placed orders and also submit complaints/suggestions.
INAMPRO has enhanced transparency and allows the buyers and material providers to have understanding of stocks,
prices and orders placed.
The success of INAMPRO has led MORTH to bring in other materials like Steel and Steel slag on to the platform and
eventually make INAMPRO as a comprehensive e-market place for sourcing materials for
(i) e-Tendering (https://morth.eproc.in)
An on-line system designed to publish and accept tenders. The following features are available as part of E-Tendering:
For MOrth:
•

Create and publish tender

•

Sell Tenders

•

Receive bids

•

Open and evaluate tenders

•

Award contracts

For suppliers:
•

Receive notification of tenders online

•

Purchase tender documents online

•

Submit bids online

•

Track the status of their bids online - (Source: https://morth.eproc.in/ProductMORTH/DefineFAQ)

2) Between MORTH, NHAI and Citizens
i. National Highways Toll Information System (NHTIS – www.nhtis.org) - A web based portal (also available as an
Android application) which provides information on toll fees, concessions available for local vehicles, date of toll
fee notification, commercial operation date, effective & due date of toll rate revision, name and contact details of
key personnel on toll plaza, details of nearest police station, hospitals and facilities available near the toll plaza.
The portal also enables the users to search the shortest path between destinations and get information on the
applicable toll fees at various toll plazas along the route.
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ii. Integrated Vehicle Registration and driving licensing system
VAHAN – an application developed for RTO offices to computerize the process of vehicle registration. It captures
the following set of data:
•

Vehicle Registration
1. New Vehicle Registration
2. Renewal of Registration
3. Transfer of Ownership
4. Change of Address etc.

•

Permit
1. Issue of National & Interstate Permit
2. Renewal of Permit

•

Taxes
1. State-wise tax calculation & Payment

•

Fitness
1. Issue of Fitness Certificate
2. Renewal of Fitness Certificate

•

Enforcement
1. Issue of Challan
2. Settlement of Penalty Amount

Almost 96% of the RTO/DTO/MLO/SDM offices have been computerized.
SARATHI –an application developed by NIC for RTO for issuing learner’s and driver’s license. Around 16 crore
Vehicle records and 6 crore License records are available in National Register repository.
iii. Innovative Driving Test System (IDTS):
CIRT Pune developed IDTS which is a camera-based driving test system. RTO offices of Pune and Chinchwad use this
test system and a similar test system is being setup at Chandigarh.
iv. Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) system:
ETC system uses the passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) based on EPC, Gen-2, and ISO 18000-6C Standards
technology for electronic toll collection. ETC system has been installed in 196 toll plazas. It uses the FAST RFID tag
mechanism for seamless movement on the National Highways.
Rural Roads:
As specified in the TRB, Rural roads are developed under the aegis of PMGSY (Prime Minister Gram
Sadak Yojana). The NRRDA (National Rural Road Development Authority) has developed a common
set of engineering standards, contract document, operational process and financial procedures for the
development of rural roads. The Life cycle of a PMGSY Road Development Project is provided in the figure
below. Essentially the development of roads (the phases of work for the project development of National
Highways are similar to the development of rural roads) consists of five phases. These are
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1) Corridor Prioritization – preparation and approval of the District Rural Road plan and the PMGSY road under
the core network
2) Project Planning and Design – This phase involves finalization of civil engineering plans, social impact
consideration, environment impact consideration and eventual preparation of Detailed Project Report
(DPR)
3) Site Preparation – Setting up of site, getting various clearances, land possession and signing up local
resources needed for the project
4) Construction Stage –Construction of the rural roads
5) Post Construction Stage – Waste and excess material disposal; other completion clearances
Figure 13: Rural Roads – Project Phases

Source: Environmental Codes of Practice
Online Management and Monitoring System (OMMS):
OMMS is a web-enabled online monitoring and management system (available through the PMGSY website) for the
development of rural roads. According to the online IT audit report 13, the main objectives of the system are
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I.

To create a database of rural roads

II.

To track annual proposals from preparation of projects to completion of works

III.

To make available a simple and transparent accounting system, and

IV.

To assist in ensuring maintenance management

The figure below provides various modules associated with the rural road development process:
Figure 14: OMMS modules and corresponding road development phases

Source: Report no 13 of 2006 of IT audit of Online Management and Monitoring System
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Recommendations and Way-forward
1) Create a separate directorate for IT and ITS reporting directly to the Secretary as shown in the figure below:
Figure 15: Proposed ITS directorate within MORTH
The head of such institutions could be a CIO (Chief Information Officer) reporting directly to the secretary.

The CIO shall be responsible for developing the ITS architecture blueprint for individual and multi-modal
sectors and shall also be responsible for implementing ITS projects across the country. Moreover similar
structure needs to be created at state levels (State CIOs head the State ITS departments). The CIO should
have both management and ITS experience. The CIO should also be responsible for creating standards for
various ITS project development and implementation, maintenance of ITS projects, collaboration among
all stakeholders, data and protocols standards, resource planning and security of the ITS projects including
cyber security.
2) Design national level strategy for application of technologies for all transportation including road
transportation for both passenger and freight. Develop a national-level multi-modal transportation
involving all the necessary stakeholders. There is also a need to develop a five-year ITS strategy plan for all
sectors that incorporates the latest in technologies that can be deployed for the benefit of transportation
3) There is a need to develop and enable ITS architecture plan. This architecture plan should be shared with
all the stakeholders and needs to be used as the basis for the state governments and rural road agencies to
develop their own ITS architecture plan
4) Create a “Transport Innovation Fund (TIF)” that invests in innovation led by early stage Indian firms
focused on road transport, highways and related sectors. In addition to the use of this fund, also provide
institutional support to grassroots innovators and outstanding traditional knowledge holders from the
organized/unorganized sections of the society. With the objective of maximizing the gain, structure the
fund around a collaborative web of stakeholders.
5) It has become imperative to create a Centre of Excellence (CoE) for all forms of transportation. Economic
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progress fueled with innovation led society contributes directly to the level of prosperity and the wellbeing of individuals. The fundamental reason of stressing on research and technological development is
to establish Ministry of Road Transport and Highways as a leading center for knowledge led by innovation
and thought leadership. Center will coordinate with cross-disciplinary team for continuous research,
development and implementation of smart solutions at a much greater scale and speed to improve services
while setting examples of preserving our pristine environment by taking steps like reducing energy and
resource consumption, greenhouse gas (GHG) and other polluting emissions.
6) Create an Indian Transport University for multi-modal transportation. The basic purpose of the
University could be to advance the understanding of transport activity, technology and management of
intelligent and smart transport system, operations and use, as well as develop skills and best practice
among transport professionals and decision-makers. The University should also have modules for
undergraduates, post graduates and PhD students including short-term professional courses. Students from
all over the world can be enrolled with no restriction of foreign faculty. University should thrive on its interand multi-disciplinary nature; with staff coming from a wide variety of background disciplines, including
economics, engineering, ICT, geography, mathematics, computing, psychology and social sciences. Various
areas of research can be sponsored by different organizations such as Ministry of Road Transport, Highways
and Shipping, global donor organizations, academic institutions etc.
7) In recognition of innovation, design and implementation of smart ICT solutions, the government should
announce a National award for best Innovation and ICT adoption in Transport Sector under various
categories on an annual basis.
8) Create a Road Register:
The Road Register should be an overarching system under which all the necessary systems for effective
functioning of the building and maintenance of roads are incorporated. The following set of systems need
to be developed and maintained (we believe some steps have been created to develop some of the systems)
a. Road management systems - A database of inventory of roads should be maintained. This
database should be extended to all roads in India (national highways, state highways etc.). Relevant
information on the status of the roads should be identified and be incorporated as part of the
database. As has been specified in the TRW, “A proper system shall have to be developed for creating
the database based on actual ownership details supported by legally acceptable documentation
and with support for periodic updating of the database. Formats should be developed to compile
the information starting from Panchayat and block levels, and compiled for each state on GIS
platform. The data should be available in electronic form with facility for real-time updating as and
when land is acquired to augment the existing ROW. Further, there should be facility to add to the
inventory in case of newly declared NH or Expressways, etc.
Some of the asset management parameters that need to be captured, as specified by the TRW, are
i. Inventory of assets (pavements, bridges, safety appurtenances etc.)
ii. Network condition, pavement serviceability index, bridge structural index
iii. Assessment of maintenance including treatment required for each road link based on
condition, traffic, and importance of road.
iv. Annual maintenance plan based on available / allocated budget
v. Impact on deterioration and performance
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b. Maintenance systems–
One of the biggest problems facing Indian Transportation is that there is very little maintenance of
roads. The relaying of roads happens after the roads fall apart. As has been indicated in a number of
studies, preventive maintenance has not been given adequate importance in asset management.
c.

Create a Maintenance Management System (MMS) and link it to the inventory of roads. As
explained above, the database produced on the inventory of roads should also have information
on the maintenance of roads. The present state of the road, maintenance operations and interval
of the checking can be cross referenced to this database. Parameters such as the following should
also be part of the database (status of roads, repair of roads, monitoring of roads, monitoring
interval, monitoring report). The inventory and maintenance management systems should be
extended to all roads (highways, urban roads etc.)

d. Complaint Management System – Provide a mechanism to interface a complaint Management
System to register complaints on the status of roads with the road register. These complaints
should be tracked and proper grievance redress measures should be initiated.
e. Knowledge and Training Management System–
There is a huge dearth of quality professionals available for construction and maintenance of roads.
This is because of the lack of availability of institutions that provide capability and skill training.
This necessitates a need for building new institutions that can provide such education and skill
training. We can augment such physical institutions with building a virtual knowledge and training
management system. A web based repository of design, development and maintenance of roads
can be created. A knowledge and training management program can be created in which experts in
the fields of works, contracts and quality management deliver their training and the content could
be accessed by engineers anytime and anywhere. This will serve as a repository of experience that
has been gained in right from the planning of road development to ultimately maintaining it. This
repository can be shared with several states through web-based workshops; Successful strategies
and knowledge can thus be shared across a wider spectrum.
f.

Road safety management systems–
For the number of accidents and fatalities that occur on our roads every day, India has one of
the worst data recording and reporting system. To add to that, our own poor governance and
enforcement standards have resulted in roads becoming kill zones for our 2-wheelers and
4-wheelers. Our traffic fatalities have increased by 5% from 1980 to 2000 and from then on, it has
increased by 6-8% till 2012. As specified in the TWR, “Road design favors motorized vehicles at
the expense of vulnerable pedestrians and cyclists… Emergency medical response at accident sites
is rarely guaranteed and often delayed”. In addition to the above, our metropolitan cities have
become safe havens for drunken driving with drivers sneering contemptuously at enforcement
and the laws governing drunken driving. A database of drunken drivers caught once needs to be
maintained at all-India level and drivers caught even once should have their licenses and other
citizen privileges (passport, voters id etc.) be revoked. Such information should also be transmitted
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to the insurance agencies and credit bureaus. As specified in the TWR, “there is a need to set
minimal road death and injury data reporting requirements in accordance with standards set by
the International Accident Database Group (IRTAD) for national-level data.”
Presently, Tamil Nadu has implemented the RADMAS (Road Accident Database Management
System) which captures information on accidents such as 1) General details (FIR no, district, severity, section of law, road condition at the time etc.)
2) Location details
3) Collision details
4) Vehicle details
5) Driver details
6) Passenger details
7) Pedestrian details
We recommend that this approach be extended to all other states in India and an overall system
be built similar to RADMAS at all-India level to capture data and use this data to analyze the causes
of accidents. The analytics thus developed should be used to take
1) Preventive steps to design and develop our infrastructure to reduce safety related issues
2) Post-accident emergency steps that need to be taken to reduce the number of fatalities
and enable effective movement of injured people to medical establishments etc.
g. Emergency Management System – Yet another system that needs to be implemented and that
was specified in the TRW is the “Golden Care”. This is recommended to reduce accidents related
fatalities in National and State Highways. “The golden hour is a term used in emergency medicine
and refers to the time immediately following a traumatic injury, when prompt medical attention is
most likely to prevent death. Under the Golden Care Initiative, when an accident occurs, medical
care should be provided to the victims within the golden hour. Administrators should ensure that
whenever an emergency situation occurs in the highways, the victims are rushed to a nearby
medical centre within 10 minutes of accident site. The administrators can get the relevant details
of the vehicle and driver through an online database (blood group, medical history if needed etc.).
Meanwhile ambulances nearby (using GPS technology) can be called to transport victims to the
nearby medical centre. Automation technologies and communication technologies can be used to
provide right-of-way to ambulances while transporting passengers during emergency situations.
This can be linked with the existing system that uses the phone number 108 for emergencies.”
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Figure 16: Golden Care

Source: India Transport Report, Moving India to 2032 and Infosys Research
h. Toll mechanism based on NFC devices:
New toll paying mechanism mobile or NFC based - propose that the cell phones which are
ubiquitous across rural and urban India should be used as a mechanism to pay tolls. Cell phones
are already used as a toll-payment device in several countries. In this model, the user can register
his or her vehicle with the toll registry and when they pass through appropriate tolls, using ALPR
(Automatic License Plate Recognition) technology and NFC based recognition technology, the
vehicles can pass-through.
9) Data on passenger movement:
The Road Transport Yearbook provides information on the total registered vehicles in different states. It
also provides information on the vehicle classification, passenger load for public transport, engine size,
public and private ownership of the buses. Yet, these do not represent the true number of vehicles plying
on our roads (as the total number of vehicles registered is not equal to the total number of vehicles plying
on roads in a particular jurisdiction as some vehicles might be registered and yet not be plying, vehicles
could be registered in one jurisdiction but could be plying in other jurisdiction). In the absence of true data
being available, we will not be able to design tailor-made policies, we’ll have very little idea on the spend/
investment being made to alleviate existing problems and the efficacy of such investments etc.
Passenger data collection:
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Automatic Traffic Count cum Classifiers (ATCC) and Automatic Vehicle Counter cum Classifiers (AVCC) systems
can be used. NHAI and various other institutions are responsible for road development and maintenance
to get the number of vehicles plying on roads and the classification of such vehicles. Moreover, various
institutions collect various data. For instance, Reserve Bank of India (RBI) provides data on revenues raised
from motor vehicles, passenger and freight taxes etc, while the Central Excise and Customs department
provides data on the road sector. An overarching database needs to be developed which can collate all this
data and an analytics layer can be built on to provide various information related to vehicle and passenger
flow.
CIRT (Central Institute of Road Transport) publishes data on SRTU (State Road Transport Undertakings).
This publication provides information on vehicle productivity, fleet utilization, staff productivity, fuel
consumption etc. Although this information is available in printed format, the data should be digitized and
should also be available for consumption in digital format.
Moreover, very little information is available on private bus operators’ operations although the private
operators constitute a significant percentage of transportation. Data should be collected on these operations.
Additional information on congestion ranking, customer experience needs to be collected. The top 10
most congested routes need to be published yearly and actions taken to alleviate congestion need to be
highlighted.
10) Data on freight movement:
As has been stated in TRB “There is no mechanism for undertaking systematic origin-destination studies for
freight moved by road. It is widely acknowledged that goods plus vehicles face substantial delays at state
borders, other check-posts and inter-modal junctions. However, there is little data that can be used to
substantiate and then address this phenomenon.” To capture the data on freight transportation, we have
included the 3 methods that were proposed in the TRW report
Method 1: Integration of taxation departments.
At the moment, different data with respect to manufacturing and transportation of products is being
collected by the taxation departments (Excise, CST and VAT). This data can be brought under a centralized
database system through which movement of different commodities can be tracked. The ensuing data
collection can help in efficient movement (cost and time) of freight.
Method 2: Measurement – Border Check Posts
Another method of tracking freight could be the usage of border check posts where automatic traffic
counters, x-ray baggage checking and electronic weighing machines can be used to identify commodities,
value, origin, destination, mode of transportation etc.
Method 3: Freight movement survey
A combination of the above two methods can be used with the random survey method to get data on freight
transportation. A random survey can be conducted every five years to obtain such data. This method can
be used to track major freight movement industries such as manufacturing, retail, mining, fuel, electronic
shopping etc. The survey should also identify industries which have warehouses and multilocational offices
to include them as part of the survey. Figure no 17 provides information on the survey methodology, figure
no 18 provides information on the agencies that need to be part of the survey, and figure no 19 provides
information on the standards for the survey.
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Figure 17: Proposed methodology for freight survey
Freight Data Agency

International freight

Customs data

Domestic freight

Shipper survey

Trans-border
freight data

Non-passenger
vehicle activity
survey
Warehouses /
distributors /
terminal operators

Border crossing
freight data

Carriers financial and
operating data

Other supply-chain
participant survey

Freight surveys

Other freight
data

Source: India Transport Report, Moving India to 2032 and Infosys Research (adapted from BTS)
Data Collection Methodology
Some of the industries that we think should be included are:
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1.

Food Manufacturing

2.

Beverage and Tobacco Product Manufacturing

3.

Textile Mills

4.

Textile Product Mills

5.

Apparel Manufacturing

6.

Leather and Allied Product Manufacturing

7.

Wood Product Manufacturing

8.

Paper Manufacturing

9.

Printing and Related Support Activities

10.

Petroleum and Coal Products Manufacturing

11.

Chemical Manufacturing

12.

Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturing

13.

Non-metallic Mineral Product Manufacturing

14.

Primary Metal Manufacturing
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15.

Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing

16.

Machinery Manufacturing

17.

Computer and Electronic Product Manufacturing

18.

Electrical Equipment, Appliance, and Component Manufacturing

19.

Transportation Equipment Manufacturing

20.

Furniture and Related Product Manufacturing

21.

Miscellaneous Manufacturing

22.

Wholesale Trade, Durable Goods

23.

Wholesale Trade, Nondurable Goods

24.

Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses

25.

Fuel Dealers

26.

Warehousing and Storage

27.

Newspaper, Periodical, Book, and Directory Publishers

28.

Music Publishers

29.

Corporate, Subsidiary, and Regional Managing Offices

Figure 18: Agencies involved in freight survey
National freight data design

Survey of carriers –
Surveys of all
modes of
transportation

Survey of
Distributors –
Public and Private
centres and
terminals

Survey of
shippers– Establish
universe of
shipments by
mode and sector

Receiver
surveys –
major
importers,
retailers etc.

Freight
informatics –
Info on flows
by route, time,
location etc.

National freight database

Data synthesis

Feedback

Users

Supplemental data – other
surveys

Private sectors, RTOs, freight
forwarders, govt. agencies etc.

Source: India Transport Report, Moving India to 2032 and Infosys Research (adapted from BTS)
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Figure 19: Process and Standards for freight survey

User interface
Web-based interface
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Cargo
Bill of lading
Commodity
Invoice
Item
PO
Shipment
Freight-related data
Product shipped
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Volume
Travel time, speed and delay
Safety data
Fuel information

Freight
related
data

Freight data standards
Product classification
Industry classification
Data exchange
Other standards

Freight data models
Business process
Conceptual
Logical
Physical
Data dictionary
Metadata

Business processes
Freight flows
Congestion management
Customs processing
Hazardous material handling
Logistics management
Planning & forecasting
Safety analysis
Transportation infrastructure
Analysis, design & construction
Policy development

Source: India Transport Report, Moving India to 2032 and Infosys Research (adapted from BTS)
A sampling can be done based on geography and industry, classifying industry into the following trade areas
1) Mining
2) Manufacturing
3) Wholesale
4) Trade
5) Retail
6) Services
7) Others
Classification can be done based on the company’s freight shipment level. Select a particular time period from
within five years which runs over a year to cover the seasonal and economic effects. Companies selected should
be asked to report their movement once every quarter (for a period of one week).
Data collection
The following information should be sought from the companies which move freight.
1. Consignment identity number
2. Consignment movement date
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3. Consignment value
4. Consignment weight
5. Consignment description
6. Classification of consignment based on hazardous movement of goods
7. Destination of consignment (city, state and country)
8. Mode(s) of transport
9. Indicate whether the consignment is moving for export
10. Export mode
Freight Informatics
Some of the data that we think might be useful for analytical purposes is provided in the following page
1. How much is supply driven and demand driven
2. Visibility of freight transportation
3. Security of FT
4. Reliability of FT
5. Technology used
6. Mode of transportation
7. Bulk handling/light handling
8. What cargo is being handled
9. How frequent is a particular commodity being shipped
10. What is the value of the cargo (lighter weight high value products)
11. Do we have hub and spoke model or direct to direct model of FT
12. Forecast in FT
13. Cost to people who employ FT (freight rates, ancillary rates etc.)
14. Do shippers focus on total logistics cost (transportation + inventory + facility cost) or do they focus only
on transportation cost?
15. How much of freight moved using road transportation was domestic consumption?
16. How much of the above was used for export purposes
17. How much of the above was for air and truck
18. Top commodities by weight
19. Top commodities by value shipped
20. Is there a freight analysis framework / methodology that we use
21. Any data on hazardous materials shipment (values, tons, tons km)
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22. What are our freight gateways with respect to export and import
23. What are our major freight nodal points for domestic consumption (highways for movement, cities/
places for warehousing/inventory purposes)
24. How many are interstate vehicles and intrastate vehicles
25. Data on interstate vehicle distance and intra state vehicle distance travelled
26. Segment miles travelled by freight into 1-500, 500-1000km and > 1000km
27. Major freight road routes
28. Congestion ranking of freight road routes – use average speed travelled at the highway locations as
index for measuring congestion ranking; also find the time of congestion
29. Safety related data with respect to FT – fatalities, where, how; injured persons
30. Safety – road safety violations, number of inspections –vehicle inspection, driver inspection, hazardous
material inspection
31. Weight of vehicles which do FT
32. Products classification
33. Fuel consumption by freight transporters
34. Classification of fuel consumption by freight transporters
11) Integration of tax payment systems - A national-level effort has to be made spearheaded by the central
government to regularize tax payment systems at all-India level. The central government has to invest
and develop a national level IT framework to link all tax payment offices – essentially develop and share
databases with one another. Such systems should be built at the district level and integrated across the
state and national levels. This will help facilitate border less and paper less movement of passenger and
freight. Also, it can help reduce inflation by bringing down the logistics cost.
12) Contract models – There are 3 different models that can be pursued for developing and implementing ITS
projects for the road sector:
(i)

Managed – The implementation partner of the projects is paid a specific fee for implementing the
project

(ii)

Outcome-based - Depending on the outcome of the project, a percentage of the savings in cost or
a percentage of revenue or a percentage of other parameters is paid to the project implementation
entity

(iii)

Transaction-based – For every transaction a particular fee is paid to the entity which implements
and maintains the project.

Based on the project, any or a combination of the contract models can be implemented.
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Service Model
o
o

Managed services

o
o

Outcome-based

o
Transaction-based

o

Criteria
Project and the expected results defined clearly
The project implementation entity understands the processes involved in the
implementation of the project
Project and the expected outcomes clearly defined
Clearly transparent view of the outcomes and the methodology/process to
arrive at the outcomes
Transaction volumes are known before the implementation of the project
and there should be very less volatility in transaction volumes
The relevant process can be clearly defined so that the implementation entity can arrive at the transaction volume

13) An over-arching multi-modal system needs to be created which will encompass the road register and
other central-level registers of other forms of transportation (Ports, Airports, and Railways). Analytics and
Business Intelligence systems need to be built on top of all these systems to provide decision-makers and
other stakeholders the necessary information for effective decision-making.
Some of the other measures that have been recommended in the India Transport Report – Moving India to
2032 bears a reemphasis in this report.
14) ITS usage in commercial vehicle operation: Presently trucks travel around 300 to 500 km per day due to
cumbersome checking at check posts for documentation and other clearances. In developed countries,
trucks travel double the distance. To make the interstate truck movement and thereby logistics movement
seamless, electronic processing of the driver details, the vehicle information, checking of goods and
electronic sealing can be done. Use of national database clearing houses can be done at check stations to
validate carrier registration and safety related details. Our recommendation is to create a system similar to
the CVO (Commercial Vehicle Operations), which uses the CVISN (Commercial Vehicle Information System
and Networks), designed by the US Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration for seamless movement of
trucks. The role of CVO is provided below:

CVISN
Safety Assurance

Application
Safety Information Exchange
Automated Inspection
Safety Screening
Border Clearance

Electronic
Screening

Weight Screening
Credential checking

Credentials Administration
Security Operations

Electronic Payments
Electronic registration/Permitting
Asset Tracking
Remote Disabling Systems

Impacts Capability
Provides inspectors with electronic access to carrier and vehicle safety information from previous
inspections
Identify faulty equipment on carriers facilitated
by remote testing
Use in-vehicle transponders to facilitate communications with inspection stations to pre-screen
trucks for safety records
Use transponders to communicate with custom
checkpoints for border and other clearances
Weigh-in-motion (WIM) scales and Automatic
Vehicle Classification (AVC) reduce inspections at
checkpoints
Use transponders to pre-screen trucks for proper
administrative credentials
Transfer registration fees electronically
Reduces permit time approval by electronic
transfer of documents
Locate fleets and get information on the condition of the fleets
Prevent theft of fleets
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15) The central government should facilitate harmonized exchange of data so as to enable interstate and
cross-border continuity of services in India. . A connected Indian ICT infrastructure is a necessity for traffic
management and provision of traveler information services. The connected ICT infrastructure consists of 3
dimensions:
a. systems for collection of data (monitoring and positioning systems)
b. systems and protocols for communicating data (e.g. between traffic control centers and to and
from vehicles)
c.

quality of the data (accuracy, timeliness)

Accurate, reliable, high quality traffic data is a prerequisite for effective traffic management and information
services. Government should facilitate such data standards, protocol and exchange mechanisms for
seamless transfer of data between different entities.
16) Promote the usage of Internet of Things in road transport sector: The most demanding use of the Internet
of Things involves the rapid, real-time sensing of unpredictable conditions and instantaneous responses
guided by automated systems. This kind of machine decision making mimics human reactions, though at
vastly enhanced performance levels. The automobile industry, for instance, is stepping up the development
of systems that can detect imminent collisions and take evasive action. Certain basic applications, such as
automatic braking systems, are available in high-end autos. As per McKinsey, Global Institute estimates
that the potential accident reduction savings flowing from wider deployment could surpass $100 billion
annually in times to come. Globally, some companies and research organizations are experimenting with a
form of autopilot for networked vehicles driven in coordinated patterns at highway speeds. This technology
would reduce the number of “phantom jams” caused by small disturbances (such as suddenly illuminated
brake lights) that cascade into traffic bottlenecks.
17) India’s 1st Swadeshi Smart Vehicle: A simple technology with a combination of RFID, GPRS, GPS, smart card
reader, 3-axis accelerometer can help address many challenges. This device, “On Vehicle Smart Module”
(OVSM) which has all above mentioned technologies in combination with few upgrades on infrastructure
side can bring simplification and build assurance in many procedures the way currently it’s being handled.
The OVSM needs to be installed on all vehicles. This will help the departmental authorities in the
a. Collection of various fees like vehicle registration fees, pollution under control (PUC) certification
fees, vehicle ownership transfer fees, parking fees, toll charges, inter-city charges etc.
b. Collection in various fines like over-speeding, illegal parking, signal break, PUC violation, driving
license violation, vehicle age, driving in wrong lane/one-way, permissible time violation, vehicle
over-loading etc.
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Road-map of implementing the recommendations
The below figures provide the roadmap for the implementation of our recommendation:
Figure 20: Roadmap for implementation of initiatives
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Appendix No. 1

ITS implementation in U.S.
The below figure provides information on the different offices under OST-R
Figure 21: Office of OST-R

ITS implementation in U.S.

The below figure provides information on the different offices under OST-R
Figure 21: Office of OST-R

Source:
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology (http://www.rita.dot.gov/about_rita/org_chart.
html)
According to the Intelligent Transportation System Research of Public law 112-141, Moving ahead for Progress in the
21st Century Act, ITS Joint Program Office (JPO) is required to “conduct an ongoing intelligent transportation system
program to research, develop, and operationally test intelligent transportation systems and provide technical
assistance in the nationwide application of those systems as a component of the surface transportation systems of
the United States.”
Using the ITS standards and the national ITS architecture, regional ITS architecture is developed at project level,
further customization of regional ITS architecture is done as illustrated in the figure below.
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Figure 22: National ITS Architecture Relationships

Source: ITS Standards Program (https://www.standards.its.dot.gov/LearnAboutStandards/NationalITSArchitecture)
Logical Architecture:
The logical architecture defines the processes that are needed to provide user services. The logical architecture of
the U.S. ITS architecture is shown in the figure below.
Figure 23: Logical architecture of the U.S. National ITS architecture

Source: Technical Note 5 - ITS System Architectures For Developing Countries
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User Services:
Figure 24: User Services Bundles and User Services

Source: User Services (http://www.iteris.com/itsarch/html/user/userserv.htm)
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Appendix No. 2

ITS implementation in Japan
Figure 25: Physical ITS architecture - Japan

Source: Technical Note 5 - ITS System Architectures For Developing Countries
Major ITS projects in Japan
1) Vehicle Information & Communication System (VICS): VICS provides real-time traffic information. As of
2014, around 43 million (out of a total 80 million vehicles) vehicles were equipped with VICS. VICS provides
information on congestion, route availability, parking availability to vehicle receivers through beacons and
FM broadcast. VICS was established in 1995 in Tokyo and is being extended to the entire country now.
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Figure 26: VICS

Source: Updates on Japan’s ITS
2) Electronic Toll Collection System (ETC): An automatic toll payment system based on road-vehicle
communication. The next generation smart ICs (ETC –only ICs) (no toll plaza design) are in service at 70
locations nationwide.
Figure 27: ETC

Source: Updates on Japan’s ITS
ITS Spot service: A V2I service, ITS spots provides 3 different services
a. Dynamic route guidance – it provides congestion data in advance and enables car navigation
systems to dynamically reroute.
Figure 28: Dynamic route guidance

Source: Updates on Japan’s ITS
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b. Safety driving support – it alerts drivers in advance to reduce close-call accidents
Figure 29: Safety driving support

Source: Updates on Japan’s ITS
Universal Traffic Management System:
It is an aggregation of 10 subsystems which is essentially used for system control, signal control,
Information dissemination and Information collection. The 10 systems are as shown below:
Figure 30: Universal Traffic Management Systems

Source: Traffic Control Center – Kanagawa Pref. Police – (https://www.police.pref.kanagawa.jp/eng/e_mes/
engf3001.htm)
System control:
Traffic signals are changed by control based on information received from various detectors
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Figure 31: System Control

Source: Traffic Control Center – Kanagawa Pref. Police – (https://www.police.pref.kanagawa.jp/eng/e_mes/
engf3001.htm)
Signal control
Based on traffic conditions, signals automatically change.
Figure 32: Signal Control

Source: Traffic Control Center – Kanagawa Pref. Police – (https://www.police.pref.kanagawa.jp/eng/e_mes/
engf3001.htm)
Information dissemination
Congestion related information, current state of roads, travel time are displayed
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Figure 33: Information dissemination

Source: Traffic Control Center – Kanagawa Pref. Police – (https://www.police.pref.kanagawa.jp/eng/e_mes/
engf3001.htm)
Figure 34: Information dissemination

Source: Traffic Control Center – Kanagawa Pref. Police – (https://www.police.pref.kanagawa.jp/eng/e_mes/
engf3001.htm)
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Information collection:
Cameras and other devices are used to collect traffic information.
Figure 35: Information Collection

Source: Traffic Control Center – Kanagawa Pref. Police – (https://www.police.pref.kanagawa.jp/eng/e_mes/
engf3001.htm)
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Appendix No. 3

ITS projects implemented in India

ePACE:
Job Name: Two/Four laning of Trichy-Karur Section of NH67 from Km 135.800 to Km 218.028 Job Number: TRICHYKARUR
Figure 36: ePACE
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Source: Projects Appraisal
id=45&EncHid=79645)

and

Continuing

Enhancements

–

(http://epace.nic.in/jobdet_pub.asp?job_

INFRACON
Information provided by INFRACON
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Figure 37: INFRACON

Other reports:
Source: INFRACON – (http://infracon.nic.in/projects.asp)
(iii) INAMPRO
Figure 38: INAMPRO
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Source: INAMPRO – (http://www.inampro.nic.in/(S(4xqw03sbkxm2tetjw5xmwwnm))/default.aspx)
(i) e-Tendering(https://morth.eproc.in)
Figure 39: e-Tendering

Source: INAMPRO - https://morth.eproc.in)
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4) Applications for the organization to interface with Citizens
Figure 40: National Highway Toll information System

Source: Toll Information System - (http://www.nhtis.org)
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Appendix No. 4

Office Memorandum for Setting up of IT Task Force
Government of India
Ministry of Road Transport & Highways
(O&M-IT Section)
No. I-34016114/2015-08,M(IT)					

New Delhi, 25th May, 2015

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Subject:- Terms of Reference of the Task Force on simplification of procedures by leveraging the use
of Information Technology (IT) in the Ministries of Shipping, Road Transport & Highways.
The undersigned is directed to state that pursuant to the meeting of the Task Force on
simplification of procedures by leveraging the use of Information Technology (IT) in the Ministries of
Shipping, Road Transport & Highways, on 9.4.2015, Terms of Reference of the Task Force has been
formulated with reference to the suggestions received from the expert members of the Task Force.
The same has been approved by the Hon’ble Minister of Shipping, Road Transport & Highways. A copy
of the same is enclosed for necessary action.
(V. Krishnaswamy)
Director (IT)
Tele: 23710450
(email-v. krishnaswamv@nic.in)
All Members of the Task Force:
(i) Shri T.V.Mohandas Pai, Chairman, Manipal Global Education Services Pvt Ltd. No. 70, Grace
Towers, 4th Floor, Miller’s Road, Bangalore, PIN- 560052 (Tel:080- 30789205 Fax:080-30789222
e-mail mohan.paiamanioalglobal.com).
(ii) Shri Girish Srivastava, Secretary General, Indian Broadcasting Foundation (Formerly with
NASSCOM) B-245,Sector -71, Near Sai Mandir, NOIDA ,Uttar Pradesh, PIN - 201301(Mobile:
9811205633 email — girish@gnsadvisory.in)
(iii) Shri Prashant Pole, Director, Disha Consultants, ‘Maitra’ ,1126, Beside Samadhan Hospital, Wright
Town, Jabalpur- PIN 482002- Tele: 0761-4004032. Mobile: 09425155551 email- telematairtelmail.
in, email-telematPbsnlin
(iv) Shri Abhijit Purushottam Desai, Partner, Ekam Consulting, LLP Address: 707, Anant Patil Marg,
Golden Heights “B”CHS Ltd, #16,Shivaji Park, Mumbai. PIN 400028. Mobile:09820040555 email
ad@ekamconsultino.net)
(v) Shri Vinit Goenka, Secretary, Centre For Knowledge Sovereignty, 1102, Park Side Tower 3,
Raheja Estate, Kulupwadi, Borivali East, Mumbai -400066 (Mohile: 09820101998 e-mail:
vinitooenkacrnail.corn
(vi) Shri Sanjay Jaju, Director, National Highways Infrastructure Development Corporation Limited,
Transport Bhavan(Tele No 23351282- jaiusAias.nic.in) Other Members
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Terms of Reference for the Task Force under the Chairmanship of Hon’ble
Minister for Road Transport, Highway & Shipping, on simplification of
procedures in the Ministries of Road Transport & Highways and Shipping by
leveraging the use of Information Technology

Introduction
Task Force has been set up under the Chairmanship of Hon’ble Minister for RTH&S to facilitate
simplification of procedures by leveraging the use of Information Technology (IT) in the Ministries
of Road, Transport, and Highways & Shipping. In this effort, the Task Force shall study the present
state of IT adoption levels and suggest measures to reform and modernize the entire system for
better transparency, efficiency and accountability. The Task Force will also help foster knowledge
sharing through establishment of expert working groups and the development of a Roadmap to
maximize synergies between various ports and surface transport units/locations of the ministry
and help create a sound implementation framework.
Mission and Objectives
The Mission of the Task Force would be to bring IT transformations across both the ministries
(Road Transport Highways and Shipping) and its associated public entities and organizations.
To meet the stated mission, task force will hold extensive discussions and consultations with
shipping and road transport officials and other key stakeholders to devise a strategic roadmap
and action plan for speedy implementations.
Terms of Reference
1.

Prepare a robust Information Technology (IT) Transformation document for both Shipping and
Surface Transport Ministry clearly defining a long-term strategic roadmap and implementation
plans.

2.

Study all ports and key surface transport locations for identifying gaps between “as-is” and
“desired” states and provide feed to IT transformation document.

3.

Assist in finalizing the short, medium and long-term goals for modernization of Ports and Road
Transport system using ICT solutions.

4.

Provide expert opinion in finalizing an appropriate contracting model (outcome, transaction etc)
for speedy implementation and efficient working of the overall system.

5.

Identify key dissemination activities for project result.

Methodology
1.
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The Task Force would be supported by a dedicated secretariat in National Highways &
Infrastructure Development Corporation Ltd (N1-11DCL) under Ministry of Road Transport &
Highways with optimum technical and project management skills. Appropriate resources will
be hired for setting up such a secretariat. Required budget would be earmarked by both the
ministries for setting up such secretariat. The proportionate share of Ministry of Road Transport
& Highways and Ministry of Shipping in the budget/expenditure for setting up Secretariat may be
2/3rd and 1/3” respectively.
IT Taskforce Report – Ministry of Road Transport & Highways

2.

For gap analysis and scope finalization, technical teams shall be deployed to assist task force
members during the visit at various ports and surface transport locations.

3.

Ministry will internally identify project leaders both from Road Transport & Highways and
Shipping to take overall responsibility of programme implementations and also act as a nodal
point for interaction with Task Force members.

4.

During the task force meetings, individual project leaders will provide briefing to task force
members on project status and major inputs/decisions required to expedite the process.

5.

During the course of the working, Ministry will engage with a knowledge partner/or subject
matter experts to carry out quick research around the innovative ideas generated during the
course of discussions.

6.

Agenda for the meeting shall be circulated well in advance to all the task force members for
necessary preparations.

7.

Minutes of Meetings shall be circulated within three working days after every meeting as a draft
for inputs and comments of the members.

8.

The Task Force should complete its assigned tasks by 30th September, 2015.
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Appendix No. 5

Profile of Task Force Members

T. V. Mohandas Pai
TV Mohandas Pai Chairman of Manipal Global Education P LTD, and a key player in the development of the IT
services industry in India. Prior to this, he was a Member of the Board at Infosys Ltd, where he also served as CFO
and later led Human Resources, Education & Research. He co-founded Aarin Capital Partners in early 2012 to fund
opportunities in Health Care, Life Sciences, Education and Technology-led businesses. He also co-founded Exfinity
Investment Managers in mid-2014 to launch Exfinity Technology Fund I and II, and also founded other funds to
provide capital and operational support to technology companies with an India base or focus.
He was a Member of the Board of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”). Mohan was a Trustee of the
International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) Foundation, the body that oversees the International Accounting
Standards Board (“IASB”), for six years. Mohan was a Member of the Dr. Anil Kakodkar Committee on Autonomy for
the IITs and the Karnataka Knowledge Commission. He was a Member on the Boards of IIT – Bhubaneswar and IIT,
Hyderabad. Mohan was a Member of the Kelkar Committee, constituted by the Ministry of Finance, Government of
India, to reform direct tax regulations. He was also a Member of the Non-Resident Taxation Committee, the High
Powered Committee on e-Commerce and Taxation, and the Empowered Committee for setting up the Country’s Tax
Information Network.
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Girish Srivastava
Girish is presently Secretary General of Indian Broadcasting Foundation (IBF), a leading body of broadcasting sector
in India.
In a career spanning over 25 years, Girish has worked with NASSCOM (National Association of Software and Service
Companies), Bechtel Corporation, Bechtel Management Consulting, Reliance Industries and Toyo Engineering India.
Girish has vast experience of working on several prestigious research assignments funded by private sector, donor
agencies and Government of India (Central and State) such as Human Capital Development for Information
Technology, South Asia Sub Regional Economic Cooperation in ICT, India and Russia – Improving trade and investment
ties, Effect of labor market restrictions in global trading system, Development of Science and Technology Park in
Delhi, Development of National-level Accreditation Policy for Information Technology in the Power Sector etc. In
addition, Girish is a regular author in various leading Indian newspapers and global journals.
Girish has extended his valuable contribution in various Government Committees and programmes such as
Kelkar Committee for Modernization of All India Tax system by Ministry of Finance, Kelkar Committee for defense
procurement reforms by Ministry of Defense, Committee for conceptualizing modernization of the Passport
Issuance System by Ministry of External Affairs, Task Force for National Rural Livelihood Mission by Ministry of
Rural Development, Committee on implementation of IFRS by Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Standing Committee on
Modernization of Power Sector using IT solutions and several other mission mode e-Governance programs mainly
falling under the ambit of Central Ministries.
Girish holds a Bachelors’ Degree in Engineering from National Institute of Technology, Warangal. He is currently
pursuing his Ph.D. (part-time).
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Prashant Pole
Prashant is a leading Technology Expert and Consultant in IT and Telecom since more than 30 years.
Prashant has worked as Head - R & D in MELTRON and developed a few communication products, first time in India,
for Defence sector. He had also headed a Technology wing of a multinational networking company.
Prashant has worked as IT Task Force Member of Maharashtra Govt during 1998 – 2000.
Prashant has a rich experience of providing technology know-how to various countries, including Ministry of
Transport, Oman; Ministry of Finance, Brunei etc. He had helped various multinational and national IT / Telecom /
Management companies through his consultancy services
Prashant has worked with various committees set-up by Govt of Madhya Pradesh. Currently, he is a Senate Member
of MakhanlalChaturvedi National University.
A widely travelled Prashant holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Electronics and Telecom Engineering from Govt. Engineering
College, Jabalpur. He had completed his Master’s Degree from Jabalpur University.
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Abhijit Purushottam Desai
Abhijit has been associated with the IT industry for more than 22 years. After graduating in 1992, Abhijit started working
for a small, but very niche firm, offering software and hardware AMC services to the Indian Defense sector. He found his
calling in IT Consulting when he was handpicked to work on the first ever offshore airline IT services project at Datamatics;
for Singapore Airlines. This project set the tone for the IT industry in structuring large offshore deals for margin–sensitive
customers such as the airlines.
Abhijit then moved to the US in 1995 to work with one of the largest GDS (Global Distribution Services provider) called
Sabre and subsequently with Visa International, the world’s largest card payments systems provider. In 1998, Abhijit
returned from the US to co-found a company with his industry colleagues to offer offshore bespoke software development
services for Speedwing/ Bedford Associates; both subsidiaries of British Airways. Before and as part of this initiative,
Abhijit was involved with a large scale implementation of a new reservations system at Indian Airlines.
In 1999, Abhijit established a consulting firm called Vega Consultants to offer custom IT consulting and delivery services.
He was offered a contract by Visa International to set up and bring to a critical mass to their offshore delivery services
initiative. While he helped Visa achieve their objectives in 2001, the relationship between Visa and the offshore vendor
still continues! He has also helped organizations such as MTDC define their IT requirements and help them run the RFPs
right through to vendor selection.
Abhijit has, over the years, developed a broad perspective of what the end-user really wants. He understands that clarity
in vision and cultural alignment are critical success factors to achieving IT objectives. Abhijit works with all stakeholders
of organizational initiatives to bring in that clarity in vision and the required cultural alignment. His global exposure,
technical skills, collaborative approach as well as his management skills allow him to configure best-of-breed solutions.
His association with trade organizations/ industry bodies helps bring in a fresh perspective on the challenges faced by
organizations operating in across the globe.
Abhijit holds a Bachelors Degree in Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering from the University of Poona, Pune,
India. He is a Member of the Indian Institution of Engineers, India.
Domain expertise in aviation and card payment systems
•

Exposure to Ports & shipping

•

Managed and led in variety of roles; delivery -> solutions -> practice -> sales. Successful in helping customers achieve
outcomes in line with expectations

•

Proven record in:
 Achieving long term sustainable growth
 Turning prospects into customers
 Developing and leveraging customer loyalty
 Developing strong, cohesive, creative and performing teams
 Managing stakeholder expectations across the complex services chain
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Vinit Goenka
Vinit is a fervent nationalist, technocrat, educationist, social activist, people’s man, & visionary with a tenacious
drive to inspire and bring about change within society.
Vinit is an active politician with expertise in the field of IT, Transportation & Infrastructure and Agriculture. He is
currently a member of the Task force IT in the Ministry of Road, Transport & Highways and Shipping, Government
of India where he works closely with Hon. Union Minister Mr. Nitin Gadkari on the several nationwide IT initiatives
in the context of Minimum Government Maximum Governance envisaged by Hon’ble Prime Minister Mr. Narendra
Modi.
In the past, Vinit has served the BJP as its National Co-convener of the BJP central IT Cell where he spearheaded the
Digital Strategy of the party in the run up to the general elections of 2014. His contribution in the land slide victory
of the BJP has been widely recognized by various sections of the party, media and the society.
Vinit has over the last decade, worked extensively with the BJP at the Center and the State on an array of on-ground
as well as digital initiatives. He brings with him a wealth of experience on diverse areas of the political spectrum.
Vinit is also a prolific public speaker and regularly speaks at various national as well as international events. His
opinions on matters pertaining to IT & Transportation are highly sought after.
Apart from mainstream politics, Vinit has also been a long time RSS member, an ex- ABVP member and currently
serves as the Secretary of Uttan Krishi Sanshodhan Sanstha, an RSS affiliated Agricultural Polytechnic Institution
which focuses on Agricultural Research and Education for Tribal students from Thane and other nearby districts of
Maharashtra. He also heads couple of initiatives namely Centre for Knowledge Sovereignty(CKS), policy think-tank,
that works on public policies and their impact on people and Association of MSMEs in Information Technology (AIMIT) that works in areas of policy matters with respect to MSMEs in Information Technology sector.
Vinit is associated with few other initiatives like SEIL (Students Exchange in Interstate Living) a Project that works in
North Eastern States of India to encourage youth of the North Eastern States as a Trustee and also has been with
FINS (Forum for Integrated National Security) organization working on India’s National Security related concerns. He
runs Nirman Foundation, an NGO that creates awareness programs in colleges for eye donation
Before joining active politics, Vinit was working as a part of the India leadership team of the global IT giant IBM. His
decision to take the plunge in active politics was inspired by his linkages to the RSS.
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Sanjay Jaju
Sanjay comes from Indian Administrative Service and is presently working on central deputation as Joint Secretary
to the Government of India as Director (A&F) in the National Highways Infrastructure Development Corporation in
the Ministry of Road Transport & Highways.
He had earlier worked as Secretary to Government of Andhra Pradesh in Information Technology & Communications
Department. Sanjay is a Post Graduate Mechanical Engineer and a Cost & Management Accountant by background
and has recently completed MBA in Finance. He has worked in diverse areas like Urban, Infrastructure, Civil Supplies,
Education& Tribal Welfare. One strand common across these jobs has been his passion for Information Technology.
He has been an ardent advocate of Information Technology for Development and Governance.
‘MeeSeva’ a comprehensive flagship initiative for delivering host of G2C services through an integrated architecture
in AP (2011) was conceptualized and successfully implemented by him with over 350 G2C services clocking more
than 300 Million transactions till date. The project has revolutionised citizen service delivery in AP and has become
a National role model and has been awarded National e-Governance Gold Award by Government of India for the
year 2014.
He also led the Country’s first biometric identity project for the Civil Supplies Department and led the Aadhaar
(UIDAI) Initiative in AP. AP has emerged as the leader in Aadhaar enrolment and is now bracing ahead for the use of
Aadhaar in most of its welfare programmes.
An innovative project ‘Hyderabad First” of the Municipal Corporation of Hyderabad initiated by him won the Golden
Icon e-Governance Award of the Government of India for process reengineering. During his previous tenure as
Collector & Dist. Magistrate, West Godavari, a rural e-governance initiative e-seva pioneered by him was won the
Gender ICT Award and “Tony Zeitoun ICT Stories Competition” of the Global Knowledge Partnerships at the WSISGeneva and also won a nomination for the Stockholm Challenge Award for the year 2004. The project pioneered a
self-help based e governance model in bringing technology to serve the poor.
During his previous stint as Municipal Commissioner, Visakhapatnam, a comprehensive first of its kind project
“Saukaryam” (2000) was completed to improve delivery of civic services. The project won many International
awards including the Cyber City Award of UNDP. The Project titled ‘Head Start’ for computer-enabled education
was initiated and completed by him for Primary Education in MP (1998).
In the Ministry of Road Transport & Highways, he has led 3 major IT initiatives.
“ePACE”(Projects Appraisal & Continuing Enhancements)http://epace.nic.in has been designed as an online PORTAL
to have an Integrated Information System for ensuring effective and real time tracking of RT&H Projects.
“INFRACON”http://infracon.nic.in has been developed as a comprehensive National Portal for Infrastructure
Consultancy firms & Key Personnel to make the evaluation process during procurement more objective, user friendly
and transparent.
“INAM-PRO” has been developed as a Platform for Infrastructure and Materials Providers and is a web-based
application (www.inampro.nic.in) for Infrastructure and Materials Providers.
He has made presentations on e-governance all over the globe including UN, WSIS-Geneva and the World Summit
on Sustainable Development held in Johannesburg. He has participated in International and National Conferences
on the development of Information driven open Societies. He has written many papers that have been published
and awarded in National and International Journals and Publications. He is part of the Inaugural Class of the India
Leadership Initiative of Aspen Institute, USA and has been awarded e.gov Champion award by Data Quest Magazine.
He loves music and pursues Cricket with interest. His wife, Dr Jyoti works for the World Health Organization.
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